HeraEasy
TECHNICAL DATA
Suction: 2400 MM
Motor power: 1200 WATT
Dimensions: 37 X 30 X 41 CM
Steam pressure: 4,5 BAR
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Boiler power: 1900 WATT
Boiler volume: 1,6 L
Refilling system: ADVANCED
MANUAL

Steam ready: 7 MIN
Water filter capacity: 5,5 L

HeraEasy

Shockproof and high-resistance plastics
Built-in rubber cord winder
Cooled ergonomic handle
Intuitive digital control panel
Dual-turbine motor
Excellent holding capacity of up to almost 6 litres
Biggest water filter in its class
Molecular separator
4,5 bar steam
Energy saving boiler

The entire range is exclusively made
in Italy, in full respect of EC directives,
with Italian components, to ensure
maximum reliability, efficiency and
durability.

Genuine Made in Italy.

Even richer
and more versatile
Powerful suction of solids
and liquids
Air cleaning
Steam cleaning
Instant drying
Professional ironing
Functional and compact design
Advanced manual refill
Made in Italy

MAXIMA srl
Via E. Fermi, 16
31040 Gorgo al Monticano (TV)
Tel +39 0422 749867
Fax +39 0422 809442
info@maximaitalia.com

the
practical
and
ecological
cleaning

HeraEasy

accessories

1_Suction
Unhealthy air and dust are sucked up and conveyed inside the machine.

AIR CLEANING CYCLE

sup p li ed

2_First filtering
Unhealthy air is subjected to a first filtering using water.
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A new machine for practical and ecological cleaning for
optimum hygiene on all surfaces.
The use of water as the main element makes it a really
safe and ecological machine.
A really ecological, easy-to-use machine with a range of
accessories for all your domestic hygiene needs.
If necessary, Hera Easy turns into a powerful steam iron.
As it is small, it can be manoeuvred and transported
easily and can be kept anywhere.
New compact and functional design.
Designed and built entirely in Italy.
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HeraEasy

3_Filtering with separator
A second filtering operation is then carried out by the exclusive “molecular separator”
that manages to intercept and reject even the smallest particles.
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Extensions

4_Output of clean air
These two natural filters expel healthy, clean and perfumed air.

Tank
filling bottle

Steam lance adapter

EASY SYSTEM

Improved manual refilling:
When the water in the boiler is finished, by using new software, the residual pressure
can be completely eliminated and the cap opened immediately without the risk of
steam leaking out.

Handle
with hose

Multifunction brush

Wiper

150-mm opening

o n req uest

STEAM
GENERATION
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The boiler is one of the main
components of the machine,
steam is created inside it.
Limescale is the boiler’s
main enemy, Maxima uses
technology designed to help
reduce the risk of clogging
and malfunction.

Extendable hose

Electric carpet cleaner

Iron

Steaming turbobrush

Transparent nozzle

Turbo carpet cleaner

1. Stainless Steel
2. Resistance

Degreaser

Natural essential oils

Vaporiser

